
USB-C do Lightning Cable Vipfan P01, 3A, PD, 2m (white) Ref: 6971952432925
USB-C do Lightning Cable Vipfan P01, 3A, PD, 2m (white)

Vipfan P01 USB-C to Lightning cable
The  Vipfan  P01  cable  supports  PD fast  charging  and  allows  you  to  transfer  files  at  speeds  of  up  to  480Mbps.  It  provides  a  maximum
current of 3A and is extremely durable. It is distinguished by its high resistance to bending and damage, and its length is 2m.
 
Enjoy fast charging
No more waiting indefinitely for your devices to be charged. The product is equipped with a copper wire, so it can provide up to 3A of
current. It also supports PD fast charging. This means that it only takes about 30 minutes to restore 50% power to your iPhone 11 Pro, for
example!
 
Impressive transmission speed
Do you often transfer photos or videos between devices? The P01 cable will help you do that too! The product guarantees transmission
speeds of up to 480Mbps. Thanks to this, you can transfer 1GB of files in about 40 seconds! You no longer have to wait too long for all
the necessary data to reach the destination.
 
Solid construction
Get yourself a cable that will surprise you with its robustness. The P01 is equipped with connector covers made of durable ABS and PC
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plastics,  and  its  most  vulnerable  areas  have  received  extra  protection.  What's  more,  the  TPE  sheath  provides  the  product  with
extraordinary strength and resistance to bending, pulling and wear.
 
Brand
Vipfan
Name
Type-C to Lightning PD Fast Charging / Data Cable
Model
P01
Color
White
Interface
USB-C to Lightning
Output current
PD 5V 3A / 9V 2.5A / 12V 1.5A
Material
TPE
Cable length
2m

Price:

Before: € 3.8499

Now: € 3.51

Smartphone accessories, Mobile Phone Accessories, USB cables, USB-C - Lightning
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